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How to use this guide We hope you’ll find lots of ideas in this guide for exciting activities your friends and family can do together in your very own nature club. We’ve picked ideas that have little or no cost and use very few resources, so everyone can have a go. Don’t worry if you haven’t got friends involved in a nature club yet, you’ll find plenty of inspiration here to help you and your family have fun with nature in your own garden. You don’t have to be limited to this guide – try out your own ideas and explore resources on the internet as well. Here are some good websites where you can find more inspiring nature activities and resources: Project Wild Thing: http://bit.ly/1cH58wM The Woodland Trust- Nature Detectives: http://bit.ly/NB6Av7 Opal Explore Nature- Kids Zone: http://bit.ly/1ouerFP The Wildlife Trust- Wildlife Watch: http://bit.ly/1e6SVXL Nature Explore- Family: http://bit.ly/1f1MR2d BBC Breathing Spaces: http://bbc.in/1hPzDGn



Your friends and family are brimming with ideas too. Why not quiz your parents or grandparents on what kind of outdoor activities they did as children? What games did they play? What did they make? What animals did they see? Learning from other people is a fantastic way to get inspired outdoors. Nature clubs can bring families closer and lead to wonderful new friendships with other children as well as across the generations.
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Getting started Creating your own scrapbook



Start by finding green spaces near you. Whether you live in the city centre or out in the countryside, there’s always some kind of green space nearby that you can explore. You might even discover some parks and nature reserves you have never been to before right on your doorstep. Cambridge City Council has a fantastic resource to help you find your nearest green spaces: http://bit.ly/1mLCTGx. Try here for Norfolk reserves: http://bit.ly/1py9hyH and here for the best bits of the Suffolk countryside: http://bit.ly/1ntRE0N



Local authorities in England manage over 1500 local nature reserves.Find your closest one here:



Some websites have activitiy sheets for children.



http://bit.ly/1hu575k



http://bit.ly/1lNIYmv



On the Cambridge City Local Nature Reserves website you can book free guided walks, pond dipping and bug-finding sessions for your group:



To get your family or group a green space of their own to plant in, contact your local council to find out how to get an allotment. Your council may also have a list of local groups and community gardeners who help manage the green spaces in your area.



You can search for your local Wildlife Trust and find out about their children’s events here: http://bit.ly/QFDc8g For more information on how your local green spaces are managed, or to report aThere problem, the Cambridge City Council are 47see National Nature Reserves in thewebsite: East of England, listed here: http://bit.ly/1fRfcKW https://www.cambridge.gov.uk/park-maintenance-and-management



Before you plunge into your nature club activities, you may want to get hold of a ringbinder folder or a scrapbook to keep any sheets you print out from this guide. You can include the activity sheets, and stick in drawings, leaves, flowers and anything else you find along the way to create your very own memory book. You could decorate the outside of your folder or scrapbook. Maybe you could stick on natural things like leaves and bark. Or you could draw your favourite animals or flowers until your front cover looks as amazing as the inside soon will.
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Go on a wildlife walk



Things to do on a walk



Wherever you are, there are always some great places nearby to go for a walk and explore the local wildlife. Simply planning out a manageable walk route and getting children to watch for wildlife can produce some fantastic results. This is a fun club idea and very simple to arrange. The Boardwalk Trail at Wicken Fen is easy walking, suitable for buggies and wheelchairs, with hides for wildlife watching: http://bit.ly/1kOhHv3 Thetford Forest is another great place to explore. To find your nearest woodland, check out the Woodland Trust website: http://bit.ly/1o9IHtV



Walking is a simple idea and it’s often the best way to enjoy nature. Walks don’t have to be long or strenuous, and there are lots of activities that can easily accompany a stroll for all ages... For a list of nature reserves and things to do, check out the Visit East Anglia website: http://bit.ly/1jDCcfC The website also has details of walking routes: http://bit.ly/1s6ezNQ



Check out your local footpaths and parks to plan your very own wildlife walk. You can even decide what things to look out for. For example, squirrel dreys are great things to spot hidden in a tree. These may look like big birds’ nests at first glance, but they are actually home to squirrels. A grey squirrel drey is untidy and built high in the tree. It is football sized and made with twigs and lined with grass, bark and moss. Sometimes they even have a roof. On a warm sunny day you might see active squirrels coming in and out of the drey. In Cambridgeshire you can look out for black squirrels - these are not a separate species, but a rare dark form of the grey squirrel. If you have a small mirror, try taking it on your walk. Hold it out in front of you and angle it so you can see the canopy or sky above you. What trees and animals can you see? Take it slowly and remember to watch where you are going.
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Walks for spring: bluebells Bluebells flower in late April and May, and are usually found in broad-leaved woodland. Anglesey Abbey is developing a bluebell display in its Wildlife Discovery Area so why not visit in the spring to see how it’s getting along?



Bluebell activity sheet Draw a bluebell you have seen or stick in a photo below.



To find your nearest bluebell wood, visit : http://bit.ly/MQRxfP



Club Idea: Ask the children to draw the bluebells. Draw pictures of the flowers and leaves to add to your scrapbook but please don’t pick them. How many bells can you count on each plant?



Find the bluebell with the most bells on one stem. How many bells can you count? .................................................. What type of trees do the bluebells like to live under? .......................................................................................................



FACT:



According to folklore, hearing a bluebell ring is a sign of impending death. Legend has it that a field of bluebells is intricately woven with fairy enchantments. Can you spot any fairies? You could pretend to be a fairy yourself what spells will you cast?



.......................................................................................................
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Walks for summer: wildflower meadow



Meadow activity sheet Draw the most colourful butterfly you see.



Wildflower meadows are great places to find loads of beautiful flowers and exciting bugs and butterflies. A walk through a wildflower meadow in summer is a fantastic way to get children started on identifying the wildlife that they spot.



Check out our identification guide on the next page. How many creatures can you spot? Tick off the ones you see.



Sit quietly near some flowers and watch the butterflies come to feed. Can you identify the butterflies? Which flowers do the butterflies like best?



Club Idea: For younger children, you could theme the event around the book ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’. You could collect natural things on your walk and then stick them onto paper or lie them on the ground to create the wings of a butterfly. The children can lie between the wings and pretend to be a butterfly.



Moths & Butterflies - how to tell the difference A butterfly has antennae that are club-shaped with a long shaft and a bulb at the end, while a moth’s antennae are feathery or saw-edged. Butterflies tend to fold their wings vertically up over their backs, while moths tend to hold their wings like a tent, hiding their stomach.



Collect fallen flower petals or grass heads and press them in this space - use something heavy to make sure they stick.
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Things you might spot in a meadow



Comma



Small Copper



Cinnabar Moth



Tortoiseshell



Meadow Brown



Peacock



Gatekeeper



Common Blue



Ringlet



Red Admiral



Brown Argus



Small Skipper



Bumblebee



Honey bee



Paper wasp



Bird’s foot trefoil



Common spotted orchid



Cowslip



Forget-me-not



Knapweed



Oxeye daisy



Red clover



White clover



Yellow jacket wasp
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Walks for autumn: a leafy amble



Autumn fungi guide



Woodland areas are a great place to explore in the autumn. While you walk, try to collect as many sizes, shapes and colours of leaf as possible. See if you can find the very biggest leaf, and the very smallest leaf on your walk. Perhaps make a picture out of your leaves to go in your scrapbook. Remember to pick your leaves off the ground rather than from the trees.



Dryad’s saddle



Conker collection



Earthstar



A bracket fungus that can grow up to 60cm across.



When it opens out it looks like a spacecraft on stilts.



Fairies’ bonnets Look out for clusters of parasol shaped caps.



Go on a walk under some horse chestnut trees and collect the conkers you find. How many can you get? Who can find the biggest one? Try playing conkers against a friend... or enemy.



King Alfred’s cakes



Very hard and burnt looking, like the cakes King Alfred forgot to take out of the oven!



Shaggy inkcap



Has incredible strength - it can even push its way up through tarmac.



FACT:



Wych Elm has the largest leaf of any native UK tree, growing up to 16cm in length.



Puffballs



Get their name from the cloud of brown, dusty spores they release.



Candle snuff Looks like tiny antlers growing from dead wood.



SAFETY: NEVER eat fungi without expert advice. Some are deadly poisonous!
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Walks for winter: snowdrops and snowy walks Even in the coldest depths of winter, there are nature adventures to be had. Walking in winter can be breathtaking. Snowdrops, which come out in February, are some of winter’s most beautiful and varied flowers.



Snowdrop activity sheet Use this space to draw your snowdrop.



Anglesey Abbey has over 200 varieties of snowdrops, making it a perfect spot for a winter walk. This website is a helpful resource to find other snowdrop gardens near you: http://bit.ly/1g34IFO



Snowdrops are very easy to grow. Why not plant some in your garden and see them appear at the end of winter? Draw a picture of the snowdrop flowers for your scrapbook. Which is your favourite variety?



Go walking in the snow All children love to get outside in the snow, so when we have a hard winter with snow, be sure to encourage them to go outside. Find animal prints in the snow - can you track them and see where they went? Try and make your own monster prints in the snow - see if you can create the tracks of a giant to scare passers-by. You might even get the opportunity to go sledging if you find a good hill.



Look at your snowdrop carefully. How many petals does it have?
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Summer Seasonal Foraging: food for free



SAFETY: Always bring an identification guide and never eat anything you are unsure of. Do not stray off public rights of way. Always avoid trampling, and pick things sparingly. Always follow the ‘Code of Conduct for the conservation and enjoyment of wild plants’ available here: http://bit.ly/1l6I5AZ



Spring



Wild Strawberry



Cherries



Raspberries



Soft fruits like strawberries, cherries and raspberries can be eaten whole, or used to make wonderful jams. Summer is the best time to find herbs too.



Elderflowers Elderflowers can be used to make a lovely cordial. Dandelion and wild garlic leaves can be added to a fresh salad. Oregano



Dandelion



This herb is common on chalky ground. Pick the leaves before the flowers open and chop them to add flavour to Mediterranean dishes. The flowers are a favourite with butterflies, so leave some flower stalks on when you pick the leaves.



Wild garlic



Young nettle leaves can be used to make a soup rich in vitamins. Once boiled and wilted the plant won’t sting you and can taste great.



Thyme The tiny leaves of wild thyme are lovely with different sorts of meat and in herb jellies. Bees love the flowers. Nettles
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More Autumn



Autumn Blackberries These can be picked and eaten whole whilst out walking or (if you can resist) taken home to make jams or a tasty crumble. Apple and blackberry is a fantastic combination to try.



Elderberries These can be used to make delicious cordial or tasty jam.



Rowan berries



Sloe berries



These ripen in August and September. They make great jams and jellies that go well with meat.



Sloes should be picked after the first frost, as this softens their skins, and helps them to release their juices. You can imitate this by freezing an early picking of sloes overnight. They can be used to make a jelly for lamb, duck or desserts.



Hazelnuts These are around in late summer/early autumn. The squirrels often find them first but if you do spot some, try roasting them in the embers of a fire.



Crab apples These aren’t sweet enough to eat off the tree but can be used to make anything from apple cider to purées, jellies, sponge cakes, tarts and crumbles.



Mushroom hunting This can be great fun as long as you take sensible precautions. Some mushrooms are so poisonous, they will kill you if you eat just a little bit. Make sure you take a detailed mushroom guide with you, take an expert along or join a ‘fungus foray’ group for more information.
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Scavenger hunt



The Hobbit’s scavenger hunt



Scavenger hunts are great fun, and a wonderful opportunity to get creative and let your imagination run wild. All you need to do is make a list of natural objects for the children to find. The first one back with all the objects gets a prize. For example...find an oak leaf...fetch a feather...



See if you can find ... A feather to make your own writing quill and record your adventures. A stick that a hobbit or wizard might use as a walking staff. A rock that might once have been part of a troll.



What can you create with your finds? How about making leaf prints with the leaves, a quill from your feather, masks from your leaves and moss, or even a broomstick from your twigs. Take a look at our wild art section for more ideas.



You could even have a go at geocaching. This is a world-wide hobby that involves finding boxes that other people have hidden. There are over one million of them. Using a smartphone or handheld GPS, you find the location of a hidden box and discover what’s inside. Draw what’s inside your geocache. What would you leave inside a geocache for someone else to find? Write a list. Get involved and join a geocache community. The largest is www.geocaching.com



Some really big leaves to make a hobbit cloak. Some moss to camouflage you in Mirkwood. A forked stick to make a good slingshot and defend yourself from goblins and giant spiders. A shiny stone that could be dragon’s treasure. A pine cone or an acorn as a souvenir of your journey. A big spiderweb that could be home to a giant spider. As an extra challenge, can you find a cave entrance that might lead to the underground home of the goblins? Even better, find a nice hill that would make a good hobbit home!



Club Idea: Choose an exciting theme for your scavenger hunt. Perhaps find things from a favourite story, like the one on the next page. Some other ideas might be a pirate, safari, or a cowboys and indian theme. Or you could choose a seasonal theme, like Easter or Christmas.



You don’t just have to pick up the stuff on this list! What other interesting things did you find whilst you were on your adventure. Maybe if you look hard enough you will find a mountain with some treasure... and even a dragon!
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Go cloud spotting On a bright but cloudy day, have a picnic outdoors and lie back and watch the clouds. What types of clouds can you see? What do they look like? Do any of the clouds look like animals?



This BBC cloud spotting guide can help you recognise different types of cloud: http://bbc.in/1cddHox



Cloud spotting activity sheet Draw the shapes that you saw in the clouds in the space below.



Club Idea: Ask everyone to draw some of the animals and shapes they saw in the clouds. Perhaps get them to think of a story using the shapes they have seen . Write it down, or tell it out loud in the group. At the end of the session, share the drawings and stories, and make sure they all go into the scrapbooks.



Wildlife photography/drawing Perhaps try taking a photo of the landscape around you, or get in close to photograph a flower or a plant. If you sit still and quiet for long enough you might even be able to take a snap of a bird, butterfly or bee. You’ll probablly need to be very patient. If you don’t have a camera, then you can draw what you see instead.



Club Idea: Why not turn it in to a friendly competition? Send everyone off with their cameras/ notepads. Then gather together all the pictures and vote for the one people like most. Whoever wins might even be in for a prize.



Use the space below for a story about the cloud shapes - continue on another page if it is too long.
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Wildlife photography/ drawing activity sheet



Listening to the sounds of nature



Your photo or drawing is a unique artwork so it needs a title. What will you call it? ...............................................................................................................



Birds sing most at dawn and dusk, so you might need to get up early to hear them. The best time of year to hear birdsong is from late April to mid May. Try and choose a calm day. It’s easier to hear the birdsong when there’s no wind. Remember to stay quiet and wrap up warm. This can be done anywhere, even in your own garden. The sounds birds make in the morning are known as the dawn chorus.



What skills did you need to be a good photographer or artist? For example, did you have to stay very quiet, camouflage yourself or hide in a bush?



Which birds can you hear?



............................................................................................................... ............................................................................................................... Stick your best photograph or drawing in the space below. What do you like most about your work?



Can you hear a cuckoo? Try to copy the sounds. Can you hear a woodpecker? They are common in February and March. It’s not just birds that make sounds. Listen for other animals too. Can you guess what they are?



For recordings of animal sounds check out this website: http://bit.ly/P4MYQX Or for more general information on birds visit: http://bit.ly/1fLgsbo or http://bit.ly/1fb6QXw



.............................................................................................................



Pishing To attract birds, try making a ‘pishing’ sound. Try different rhythms of pishhh-pishhh-pishhh and make sure the shhh sound is more like a hiss. This will attract curious birds over. Stay still and calm as you pish. You might even want to cover yourself in a green or brown blanket and hold a long stick pointing in to the air like a small tree. Who knows, a bird may be brave enough to land on your branch.



FACT:



Cuckoos arrive in the last two weeks of April and call until the middle or end of May. Wetland reed beds are a great place to hear them - why not visit Wicken Fen?
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Bird guide Natural sounds activity sheet Which animals did you hear? Write their names here: ................................................................................................................. ..................................................................................................................



Draw the animals you heard in the box below.



Go for a walk or sit very quietly near some trees or bushes with berries or a bird feeder on them. What birds can you see? Tick them off below.



Club Idea:



Why not have a competition to see who can see the most birds. To make it more exciting, check out our ideas on how to camouflage yourself - maybe that way you will see even more birds.



BBlackcap



Collared dove



Blackbird



Blue Tit



Chaffinch



Coal Tit



Dunnock



Goldcrest
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Goldfinch



Great Tit



Green Woodpecker



Moorhen



Pheasant



Robin



Greenfinch



House Sparrow



Jackdaw



Rook



Song Thrush



Sparrowhawk



Jay



Kestrel



Kingfisher



Treecreeper



Wood Pigeon



Wren



DId you see or hear any others? Use this space to draw them or write their name if you know them.



Long-tailed Tit



Magpie



Mistle Thrush
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Activity resources Project Wild Thing:



Some more resources



http://bit.ly/1cH58wM The Woodland Trust- Nature Detectives: http://bit.ly/NB6Av7 Opal Explore Nature- Kids Zone: http://bit.ly/1ouerFP



Here’s a list of some of the resources we used to compile our Nature Club ideas. These might be useful if you want more detail and more ideas. We’ve also added a few other links which we think are worth taking a peak at.



The Wildlife Trust- Wildlife Watch: http://bit.ly/1e6SVXL



Books:



BBC Breathing Spaces: http://bbc.in/1hPzDGn



Nature Explore- Family: http://bit.ly/1f1MR2d



How the mushroom got its spots: An explainer’s guide to fungi Sue Assinder & Gordon Rutter Sharing nature with children Joseph Bharat Cornell All about garden wildlife David Chandler Wildlife Garden Martyn Cox Garden Detective’s Handbook Miles Kelly



Some online lists: Nature books for kids: http://bit.ly/1ifKwUC



http://bit.ly/1k9yAyX



Richard Louv’s list of ideas: http://bit.ly/1ifKKLs



Last Child in the Woods Richard Louv The Bumper Book of Nature Stephen Moss Go Wild: 101 things to do outdoors before you grow up Jo Schofield & Fiona Danks The Stick Book Jo Schofield & Fiona Danks



For more information on why getting children outdoors is so important, see the recent National Trust Report on Natural Childhood by Stephen Moss:



Setting up your own club: Here are some other brilliant guides on how to set up your own nature club: Nature Play WA: http://bit.ly/P4Rn6r Children and Nature Network: http://bit.ly/1g37lY4 Neighbourhood Nature Clubs: http://bit.ly/1cxXtqw



Other web resources: The Children and Nature Network website http://bit.ly/1f1TL7z
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